
MEET THE EXPERT

This practical series of three webinars will give an academic overview of KS2 Primary 
History content relating to British History from the Stone Age to 1066, enhancing 
subject knowledge so that the period can be taught in greater depth in line with NC 
and OFSTED expectations. At the same time, the content will be presented as medium-
term plans organised rigorous historical enquiry questions relating to the second-order 
concepts of disciplinary knowledge such as cause and consequence. Suggestions for 
pupil activities will also be given. 

The three webinars are:

FROM FLINT TO IRON; How did Britain change from the Stone Age to the Iron Age?
Tuesday 19th October 2021 From 4:00 – 6:00pm

FROM CELTS TO ROMANS; What have the Romans ever done for us?
Wednesday 9th February 2022 From 4:00 – 6:00pm

FROM ROMANS TO SAXONS AND SCOTS; What have the Anglo-Saxons ever done for us?
Thursday 19th May 2022 From 4:00 – 6:00pm

The London West Alliance is pleased to invite you to an afternoon CPD facilitated by

Andrew Wrenn

FROM THE STONE AGE TO 1066 
ENHANCING SUBJECT

KNOWLEDGE AT KS2 



MEET THE EXPERT

Andrew Wrenn is an honorary fellow, teacher fellow 
and recent trustee of the Historical Association. He is 
an experienced teacher, former local authority advisor 
and writer,having contributed articles and materials 
to Teaching History, the BBC, Oxford and Cambridge 
University Presses, Harper-Collins and Pearson. Andrew 
is also an assessor for the Historical Association Quality 

Mark award where he regularly observes some of the best history 
departments in action nationally.

Cost: u £110 LWA members & membership schools 
   SEND TWO DELEGATES for £195

  u Other schools £135 per delegate 
   SEND TWO DELEGATES for £250

Places are transferable but non-refundable.  

To make enquiries, find out more and book places please contact:  
LWA@lampton.org.uk
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